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Ratcheting Up the Three R’s 
To Kill A Mockingbird Instructional Unit Plan 

Subject: English/Language Arts 
 

Estimated Length 
of Unit: 9 weeks 

Beginning 
Date: 
8-17-15 

Projected 
Ending 
Date: 
10-13-15 

 Course: To Kill A Mockingbird Grade: 9, Unit 1 
 

Unit Theme, Big Idea, or Essential Question: 
 

• How do you develop the courage to stand up for your beliefs? 
• How does a writer’s background influence his/her work?  
• How does a time period influence an author’s work?  
• How does the community in which one lives affect one’s worldview and 

beliefs? 
• How does society influence and shape individuals? 
• Is there justice in America? 

UBD Stage One-Desired Results   
A. Students will be able to independently use their leaning to… (Transfer Goals) 

1. Compose an effective argument. 
2. Conduct research to synthesize information. 
3. Stand up for their beliefs. 
4. Analyze and evaluate their own prejudices. 
5. Demonstrate respect for cultural differences. 
6. Use collaborative and independent reading strategies in order to improve literal 

and analytical levels of understanding. 
7. Understand that what is right is not always popular. 

B. Students will understand that… 
1. Society influences individuals and their beliefs. 
2. Prejudice creates a hierarchy of privilege that disadvantages all of the people in 

a community. 
3. Doing what is morally correct versus what is socially acceptable can profoundly 

affect others.  
4. In some historical cases, racial prejudice has superseded the law and led to the 

punishment of innocent people. 
5. Empathy is necessary for overcoming prejudice and the injustices associated 

with it. 
6. Jim Crow laws were derived from social prejudices and intended to maintain 

racial segregation. 
C. Students will know… 

1. The origin and development of Jim Crow laws. 
2. The difference between internal and external conflict. 
3. How to analyze complex characters and explain how those character’s actions 
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help to develop the plot. 
4. How an author uses words and phrases to intentionally shape the mood and 

tone of a text. 
5. How an author structures (sequence, parallel plot, foreshadowing, flashback) the 

text to intentionally propel the action in a text. 
6. How point of view contributes to a reader’s interpretation of a text. 
7. The meaning and functions of symbols in literature. 

D. Students will be Skilled at… 
1. Supporting their claims with textual evidence. 
2. Deciphering the central idea of a text including how it emerges and is shaped by 

specific details. 
3. Tracking a character’s development over time and explaining how these changes 

affect the theme of the work. 
4. Identifying symbols and themes by analyzing and using textual evidence. 
5. Connecting themes and issues to contemporary, real world situations in a 

variety of ways. 
6. Demonstrating understanding of a character’s point of view and why he or she 

made the choices he or she did. 
7. Critiquing his or her writing. 
8. Formulating a claim, conducting research, and synthesizing information to 

support a narrative or an argument. 
9. Describing how tone and mood affect the drama of a story, play, or film.  
10. Analyzing, interpreting, and evaluating figurative language and imagery. 

Frameworks and Common Core State Standards 
       
CCSS Language 

CCSS Reading CCSS Writing CCSS Speaking 
and Listening 

L 9.2 
LP 9.3.1f 
LP 9.4.1f 
LP 9.4.1g 
LP 9.6.1c 
LP 9.6.1e 
LP 9.6.3a 
LP 9.7.1a 
LP 9.8.1b 
 

RL 9.1-9.6 
RL 9.9 

W 9.3 SL 9.1 

Unit Specific Vocabulary:  
Setting, character, character traits, direct/indirect characterization, theme, plot, 
internal/external conflict, text structure, semicolon, colon, fragment, run-on, 
active/passive voice, subject-verb agreement, pronoun-antecedent agreement, 
symbolism, point of view, symbolism 

Chapters 1-11:  Assuage, apothecary, chattel, unusually, detention, tyrannical, morbid, 
profane, compel, scrawl, entailment, vexation, mortification, speculation. amiable, 
truant, judiciously, auspicious, sluggish, unanimous, dreary, scowl, quell, pursuit, 
incomprehensible, inquisitive, quibble, ramshackle, malignant, hover, baffle, 
meditative, perpetrate, ingenuous, diversion, guileless, provocation, evasion, feeble, 
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inconspicuous, simultaneous, jubilant, bedecked, inaudible, undulate, propensity  

Chapters 12-30:  Inconsistent, appalling, haughty, confront, prerogative, morbid, 
preface, penitentiary, resilient, affliction, succinct, budge, futility, aggregation, 
sideboard, prominent, subpoena, affluent, sullen, glean, gavel, ambidextrous, 
pantomime, involuntary, shrivelled, compassion, prosecute, swivel, exodus, subtlety, 
expunge, chiffarobe, sneer, detachment, calibre, relent, remorse, quiver, obscure, 
furtive, sprawl, apprehension, vocation, dreary, spurious, feeble, obscure, florid, 
garment, symptom, perforate, spasm, stolidly  

UBD Stage Two-Evidence 
Pre Assessment   

• Attach Copy at the End of the Unit 
 
Traditional Assessment Each unit of study should have a traditional assessment with at least 1/3 
of the points possible coming from constructed response questions.  

•  Proposed Date for Traditional Assessment _______________  
•  Attach a copy to the end of this unit. 

B. Project-Based Assessment Choose four options for this Unit of Instruction that students can 
choose from for their project-based Assessment.  

• Create a handout that lists the four options and includes instructions and a rubric 
for each choice.  

• Proposed Date for Project-Based Assessment Presentations __ 
• Attach a copy of the handout explaining the choices for the project and how to 

obtain the rubric to the end of this unit. __________ 
Alternative Assessment or Big Finale ------What choices will be given students for this Unit?  

□ Comic Strip  □ Diary   
□ Interview   □ Letter to the Editor   
□ Newspaper Story □ Radio Program   
□ Newscast □ Monologue   
□ Poem or Song □ Slideshow   
□ Brochure □ Model   
□ Press Conference □ Play   
□ Soundtrack □ Essay   
□ Rewrite □ Oral Interpretation   
□ Letter □    

 

Introducing the Unit 
Anchoring Activity 

This activity should engage the students and establish the relevance of the entire unit 
of study. 

Anchoring Activity 
Four Corners Activity 

Description of Anchoring 
Activity 

Divide the classroom into four 
corners labeled:  

1. I Totally Agree 
2. I Agree A Little 
3. I Totally Disagree 
4. I’m Unsure of my Feelings  
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Read statements focusing on 
race, justice, and equal rights. 
Have students to walk and stand 
in the corner that best represents 
their feelings/opinions regarding 
each statement. Have them do 
this without talking and 
discussing their views with 
others in the room.  

	  

Now	  that	  you	  have	  established	  what	  the	  students	  need	  to	  know	  and	  be	  able	  to	  do	  at	  the	  end	  of	  this	  unit	  
of	  study,	  now	  plan	  the	  day-‐to-‐day	  learning	  experiences.	  	  

Overview	  of	  the	  Teaching	  Activities	  for	  this	  Unit	  of	  Instruction	  

UBD Stage Three-Learning Plan-Days were factored in for 1 day for TLI 
Review, 2 days for TLI Test, 2 days to review & remediate deficit skills, 1 day 

for 9 weeks exam, and 1 day for ACT Explore Test-Total of 41 Days. 
Lesson # 
Date/Day 

 

Teaching/ 
Delivery Method (What I will 
say or do) 

Check for Understanding  
(What will the students say or do) 

1-2 Spend the first two days getting 
to know the students and 

familiarizing them with the 
school and classroom 
procedures, rules, and 

expectations. 
(Select pages from student 
handbook: Tardy, fighting, 

disorderly conduct, defiance) 
 

Obtain parent contact 
information on all students. 

 
Pre-Assessments 

Reading and Writing 
(Any classroom pre-assessment 

should be done at this time.) 

Question and Answer 
 

Complete “Getting to Know You” 
activities designed by the teacher. 

 
Learning Styles Inventory 

Students will complete these to 
determine if they are auditory, 
visual, or kinesthetic learners. 

 
Discipline Contracts 

Students will take contracts home 
detailing the discipline policy for the 

class and return them signed by 
their parent/guardian. 

 
Pre-Assessments 

3-6 Introduce the Big Idea of the 
unit: Society influences and 

shapes individuals. 

Create a context for the novel by 
reviewing the time frame in 
which the novel was written (in 
the 1950s during the Civil Rights 
Movement) and the time frame it 

 
Thinking Map/Brainstorming 
Using journals or post-it notes, 
have students brainstorm ways 

they feel their actions and thoughts 
are influenced by today’s society. 

 
Complete Anticipation Guide 

Discuss answers whole group. 
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focuses on (the Great Depression 
of the 1930s).  

Skill Objective: Build 
background, access prior 

knowledge, and set purpose for 
reading. 

 
Explain and direct students to 
the anticipation guide. Have 

students answer individually. 
 

Background on Harper Lee 
Set a Purpose for Viewing: View 

to learn about Harper Lee. 
Show students the Harper Lee, 
Hey Boo documentary in TLI 

Core Guide. 
(Chart information on the author 

for students to serve as a 
reference.) 

 
Jim Crow Laws/Practices 

Read to learn about the roots 
and practices of Jim Crow laws. 

Chart facts and post for as 
reference for students. (Refer to 

the Core Guides for the 
“Creating Jim Crow” in-depth 

essay.) 
 

“Remembering Jim Crow” 
American RadioWorks 

Documentary 
(Refer to Core Guides resources) 

 
Set a Purpose for Reading [CC: 

RI.9.1 – 9.3, RI.9.10] 
Assign students to read “Black 

Like Me” by John Howard Griffin 
with this purpose in mind: 

Read to discover what life was 
like for African Americans living 

in the Deep South in 1959, 
before issues of racial inequality 

gained national attention, and 
what lessons were learned by 

walking in someone else’s shoes. 
(Refer to Core Guides resources) 

 
Students will identify major events 
in the author’s life so they can later 

highlight how these things 
influenced her word choice and 
style in writing this novel. Also 

identify what effect the 
setting/time period in which she 

lived had on the novel? 
(Timeline, foldable, storyboard, 

etc.) 
 

Students will read jigsaw style or in 
small groups with assigned reading 

roles. Each student will be 
responsible for teaching what they 
learned from their section to the 

entire group. Use cooperative 
learning groups to discuss and 

complete teacher-selected 
questions at the end of “Creating 

Jim Crow,” 
 

Students will perform a skit 
depicting Jim Crow Laws in action. 
Students will work in small groups 
of 4-5 to plan, write, and perform 
their skits. Performances will be 

peer and teacher assessed. 
 

Students will listen to teacher-
selected sections of the radio 

broadcast and take notes. 
 

What conflict(s) does Griffin 
experience while staying with the 

young couple? 

What does Griffin learn from his 
encounter with the young couple 

and their family? What insight does 
he have about the lives of his own 
children had they been born black 

instead of white? 
 

What does Griffin conclude is the 
most terrible crime of all? What 

does he realize when he looks at the 
hopeful black children? Do you 
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Pass out lyrics to “Strange Fruit” 
written by Lewis Allen in 1938. 

Discuss with students what 
“lynching” means and its 
relationship to racism in 

America in the 1930s. 
 
 
 
Grammar Focus: 
Fragments/Run-Ons 
Colons and Semicolons 
(Chart definitions and examples) 
Create mini-lessons at the 
beginning of class- 10-15 
minutes.-to introduce and 
practice skills. 
 
Distribute handouts for students 
to practice individually as 
homework. Also present in the 
form of bellringers and exit 
tickets during the week. 
 

agree with his assessment? 
 

Read, annotate and discuss 
“Strange Fruit” by Lewis Allen. 

Think-Pair-Share:  
Students will answer these 
questions in their journal, then 
explain their answers to a partner, 
then we will have a large group 
discussion. 

• What clues from the 
lyrics tell is that the 
strange fruit is really a 
body hanging from a 
tree? 

• Why is it that southern 
trees bear strange fruit? 

• Why do you think the 
term “lynch” or 
“lynching” never appears 
in the song? 

• Does the absence of this 
word make this song 

more powerful? Why or 
why not? 

7-13 Introduce the novel, To Kill A 
Mockingbird.  

Read chapters 1-10.  
 

Reading done whole group, 
small group, and individually. 

For small group reading, assign 
reading roles. 

Chart events from each chapter 
after reading. Post in the 

classroom to help students 
track the plot. 

 
Set a Purpose for Reading [CC: 
RL.9.1 – 9.3, RL.9.10] Assign 

students to read Section 1 with 
this purpose in mind: Read to 
find out the lessons Scout and 

Jem learn about courage. 
 

Focus on: 
ü Point of View-Scout as 

Narrator (Reliability?) 
ü Characterization  

Students will take notes in their 
reading journals or using Post-its 

during reading to aid in 
comprehension. Students will 

record what they discover, predict, 
and learn while reading. 

 
Who’s Who in To Kill A 

Mockingbird 
Create chart to keep track of all 

characters. 
ü Describe the Cunninghams 

and the Ewells. 
ü What kind of man is Atticus? 
ü Explore the “legend” of Boo 

Radley 
 

What is your first impression of 
the Finch Family? 

As students are reading Chapters 1-
8, ask them to create character 
charts for Scout, Jem, Dill, Boo, 
Calpurnia, Atticus, and Walter. The 
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ü History of Maycomb 
ü Family/Identity 
ü Introduce symbols / 

symbolism 
 
Skill Objective(s): 
>Characterization  
>Introduce story elements 
(Setting, character, plot, conflict, 
resolution) 
>Students will do a close reading 
on the text.  
>Students will make inferences 
from the text. 
 
Chapters 4-6 are full of labels.  

• Students will be able to 
identify when someone 
has been labeled. 

• Students will be able to 
identify who is imposing 
the label on a person.  

• Students will be able to 
know when a label is 
hurtful. 

 
Questions given to students 

will be used in multiple ways. 
They will be utilized as journal 

writings, bellringers, whole 
class discussions, think-pair-

share topics, socratic seminars, 
exit tickets, and small groups 

discussions. 
 

Define Direct and Indirect 
Characterization. Add to the 

Word Wall. 
Work with students to identify 
examples in the text of Direct 
and Indirect Characterization. 

 
Tell students that in literature, 
winter usually signifies death. 
Chapter 7 describes the coldest 
winter Maycomb has ever see.  

(Foreshadowing) 
 
 

character chart should include:  

o Character’s name  
o A quote describing 

the character’s 
appearance  

o A quote spoken by or 
about the character 
that shows 
personality  

o A one sentence 
description showing 
the reader’s 
thoughts/ideas/ 
reflections/speculatio
ns about the 
character.  

Write down what you know about 
labels. How do you feel about 
labels? Has anyone ever labeled 
you? How can they be dangerous? 
Can they ever be useful? Can a label 
be something just one person calls 
you, or does it have to be a group 
of people? 

As you read the first five chapters 
of TKAM, look for the following 
four qualities of individuals: (1) 
Characteristics or qualities that 
describe his/her personality, (2) 
Talents and Physical Attributes, (3) 
Feelings & Emotions that are 
demonstrated by this person, and 
(4) his/her Values or Ethical 
Principles that one might call laws 
of life. 

What's the effect of having the Finch 
children call their father by his first 

name? What does that suggest 
about their characters? About his? 
Their relationship? Do you know 

anyone who calls their parents by 
their first name? (Do you?) 

Think: What is the fundamental 
principle or rule of conduct that 
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Give students the following 
quote as a Think-Pair-Share 
activity:  “You never really 
understand a person until you 
consider things from his point of 
view [...] until you climb into his 
skin and walk around in it”  
 
Mini lesson on symbols and 
symbolism. Define symbol: The 
representation of an invisible 
concept through a visible object. 
Take examples from the class: a 
heart symbolizes love, a four-
leaf clover symbolizes luck, etc. 

• Students will be able to 
identify what a symbol is. 

• Students will be able to 
identify symbols in the 
text. 

• Students will be able to 
have a discussion with 
their peers about what the 
symbols mean. 

 
Text feature: Headings [CC: 

RI.9.5, RI.9.7] 
Text features are elements that 

writers use to help readers 
better understand the ideas and 

events presented in the text. 
Headings are a type of text 

feature that helps the reader 
follow the flow of ideas in a 

book or article. “Report on the 
Scottsboro, Alabama Case” 

contains two levels of headings, 
each with its own purpose. The 

first level divides the report into 
three broad sections. The 

subheadings within each main 
section present questions and 

observations about the case. Add 
text feature and heading to the 

Word Wall. 
 
Set a Purpose for Reading  
[CC: RI.9.1 – 9.3, RI.9.10] 

Atticus is trying to communicate? 
Pair: Get a partner and discuss with 

each other your response to the 
question. Together answer the 

following question: Does Atticus 
demonstrate the principle he 

expressed in the quote? How or 
How Not? 

Share: Once you are finished 
answering the questions, you will 
be called upon to share with the 

class. 
 

What does Atticus perceive about 
the game that Dill, Jem, and Scout 

play with the scissors and 
newspaper? Why do you think he 
doesn’t directly order the children 

not to play this game? 

Why does Scout take being called a 
girl as an insult? Would she have 
felt differently if she had an older 

sister instead of a brother? Why are 
there no other little girls in the 

novel? 

Why does Atticus keep his skill at 
marksmanship a secret? What 

character trait of Atticus can you 
infer from his silence? 

Identify a character in TKAM that 
you respect and list three qualities, 
ethical values or laws of life that 
you admire about that character.  

What lessons do Scout and Jem 
learn in this section that might help 
them stand up for their beliefs later 

in life? 
 

How does Scout develop as a person 
over the course of these chapters? 
How do the events in this section 

change her character? 
 

In Chapter 10 Atticus Finch says 
that it is a sin to kill a mockingbird. 
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Assign students to read “Report 
on the Scottsboro Alabama Case” 

with this purpose in mind: 
Read to discover the chronology 
of the Scottsboro case, the social 

and economic background of 
those involved in the case, and 

the outcome of the trials. 
 

Begin reading and annotating 
“The Report on the Scottsboro 

Alabama Case” 
Chart facts from the case as a 

class to aid students in 
comprehension. 

(Refer to Core Guides 
Resources.) 

Suggestion: Students can use 
graphic organizers to track the 

factual events of the trial in 
Scottsboro Case. 

 
Students will work together in 
groups of 2-3 to create questions 
they feel are important enough 
to go on a quiz for TKAM. Class 
will submit their questions, and 
any questions good enough will 
go on the quiz. 
 
Grammar Focus: 

Subject-Verb Agreement 
Active and Passive Voice Verbs 
(Give students rules governing 
each. Chart definitions, rules, 

and examples.) 
*Create mini-lessons at the 
beginning of class- 10-15 
minutes.-to introduce and 
practice skills. 
 
Distribute handouts for students 

to practice individually as 
homework. Also present in the 

form of bellringers and exit 
tickets during the week. 

 

What does he mean by this 
statement? How does this 

statement apply to issues raised in 
the novel? 

 
Students will identify major parts 

of TKAM from chapters 1-10. 
Students will identify major themes 

in TKAM from chapters 1-10. 
Students will make quiz questions 

based on what they believe is 
important and relevant ideas and 
events from TKAM chapters 1-10. 

 
To Kill a Mockingbird is set in 
1933–1935, and “Black Like Me” 
takes place in 1959. Both works are 
set in the Deep South. Compare the 
racial attitudes in the two time 
periods. Do you see much progress 
in the twenty-five intervening 
years?  
 
Why does Steve Roddy ask not to be 
recorded as the lawyer in the 
Scottsboro case? How does his 
request compare to that of Atticus 
Finch? 

 
Have students cite examples from 
the text of active & passive verbs 
during reading. Label and chart. 
 

14-20 Chapters 11-21-TKAM 
Reading done whole group, 

Students will take notes in their 
reading journals or using Post-its 
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small group, and individually. 
For small group reading, assign 

reading roles. 
Chart events from each chapter 

after reading. Post in the 
classroom to help students 

track the plot. 
 

Set a Purpose for Reading [CC: 
RL.9.1 – 9.3, RL.9.10] Assign 

students to read Section 2 with 
this purpose in mind: Read to 

discover how the Robinson trial 
affects the Finch family. 

 
Skill Objective(s):  
>SWBAT Analyze how an 
author uses words and phrases 
to intentionally shape the mood 
and tone of the text. Define 
mood and tone. Add to the word 
wall. 
>SWBAT Determine the theme/ 
central idea of a text. 
>SWBAT Understand what 
“mob mentality” is and how 
Scout disassembled the mob in 
Chapter 15. 
 
Focus on: 

ü Have students identify 
an emerging theme and 
the author’s use plot, 
characters, and setting to 
develop it. 

ü Difference between 
Internal and External 
Conflicts 

ü Identical themes across 
different genres 

 
Examine the Social Caste System 
in Maycomb (Chaps. 12 & 13) 
What is the social hierarchy of 
Maycomb? Give students chart 
paper and markers and have 
them construct a pyramid 
representing the social/class 
system that exists in Maycomb. 

during reading to aid in 
comprehension. 

 
Describe the racial attitude of the 
white townspeople in Scottsboro 

and in Maycomb. How might these 
attitudes influence the outcomes 

of the trials? 
>Is Aunt Alexandria a racist? 
>How does using the word “them” 
relate to racism? 
>How is the case evolving? Is it 
simply “black and white’? 
(Discussion, journal, bellringer, or 
exit ticket) 
 

 
Questions given to students will 
be used in multiple ways. They 

will be utilized as journal 
writings, bellringers, whole class 

discussions, think-pair-share 
topics, writing assessments, 

socratic seminars, exit tickets, and 
small groups discussions. 

 
How do Alexandra and Atticus 
differ in their attitude toward 

raising the children? What insight 
does this disagreement yield into 
larger differences between the 

characters? 
 

Why is Aunt Alexandra so obsessed 
with Old Family and Finch pride? 
What does she hope to accomplish 
by making Scout and Jem feel that 

as well? 
 

 
 
Students will work in groups to 
construct a pyramid of the social 
hierarchy for Maycomb. Students 
will also explain their reasoning for 
placing families at certain levels of 
the pyramid during group 
presentations. Groups will post and 
share social pyramids. 
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Let students present their 
pyramids to the class. Post in the 
classroom. 

 
Explain to students that an 
author’s theme is an abstract 
idea or message that is conveyed 
by the combination of literary 
elements that make up a story. 
The theme of a story is closely 
related to its topic, but they are 
not exactly the same thing. Point 
out that themes are not stated 
explicitly in To Kill a 
Mockingbird, but rather can be 
inferred from such other 
elements as the plot, characters, 
setting, and symbolism. 
 
Major Themes: 
Racism 
Obviously, racism is a major 
theme of the novel. Throughout 
the novel, Scout explores the 
differences between black people 
and white people. 
 
Bravery 
Bravery takes many forms in To 
Kill A Mockingbird. Atticus is 
brave to defend a black man in 
the face of criticism and threats 
of violence. The children believe 
themselves to be brave when 
approaching the Radley house 
early in the book, but learn later 
on that this was false bravery, 
and in fact, silly. Atticus holds 
up Mrs. Dubose as the ultimate 
definition of bravery, as she 
finds against her morphine 
addiction in order to be free 
from it before she dies, even 
when she knows she will die in 
the process. 
Perspective 
Throughout the novel, Atticus 
urges his children to try to step 
into other people's shoes to 

 
*Atticus Finch stood up for his 

beliefs. Explain how he defended 
his principles. Describe the 

challenges he faced in doing so. 
What support, if any, did he 

receive? 
(*Have students respond to this 
question to highlight how the 
author used this particular 
character in developing the overall 
theme for the novel.) 

What characteristics does Atticus 
demonstrate that help him to stand 

up for his unpopular beliefs. 
 

What is the role of the justice 
system in our society? 

Bellringer/Discussion before 
starting chapter about the trial. 

 
How is the African-American 

community similar to the white 
community in Maycomb? How is it 

different? How might these 
similarities and differences affect 

how the two communities see each 
other? 

 
Tom is disabled and seems like a 

nice, unthreatening guy. So why is 
Maycomb so scared of him? What's 
the relationship here between fear 

and race? 
 

Does the novel seem to think that 
racism will eventually be overcome? 
Or will there always be an element 

of racism in Maycomb? 
 

What effect does not having a 
mother have on Jem and Scout? Is 
Calpurnia a female role model for 
Scout, or does Scout just see her as 
"black" rather than as a woman? 

 
What difference does it make to the 

novel that it's narrated from a 
child's perspective? How would the 
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understand how they see the 
world. At the end of the book, 
Scout escorts Boo Radley back to 
his home. After Boo closes the 
door, she turns around and 
surveys the neighborhood from 
his perspective. As she steps into 
Boo's shoes, Scout gains a new 
respect for his life, and 
understands that his experience 
is just as valid as hers. With this 
understanding, she is humbled. 
 
The Coexistence of Good and 
Evil--The most important theme 
of To Kill a Mockingbird is the 
book’s exploration of the moral 
nature of human beings—that is, 
whether people are essentially 
good or essentially evil.  
 
The Importance of Moral 
Education--The plot of the story 
charts Scout’s moral education, 
and the theme of how children 
are educated—how they are 
taught to move from innocence 
to adulthood—recurs throughout 
the novel. This theme is explored 
most powerfully through the 
relationship between Atticus and 
his children, as he devotes 
himself to instilling a social 
conscience in Jem and Scout. 
 
The Existence of Social 
Inequality--Differences in social 
status are explored largely 
through the overcomplicated 
social hierarchy of Maycomb, the 
ins and outs of which constantly 
baffle the children. These rigid 
social divisions that make up so 
much of the adult world are 
revealed in the book to be both 
irrational and destructive. Lee 
uses the children’s perplexity at 
the unpleasant layering of 
Maycomb society to critique the 

book be different if an adult 
perspective was dominant? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

What do individual characters in the 
novel base their ideas of right and 

wrong on? 
 

Is there anyone who the novel 
suggests isn't deserving of 

compassion and forgiveness? If so, 
who and why? If not, why not? 

 
Does Bob Ewell have bad morals or 
no morals? What's the difference? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How does the community work to 
enforce collective standards of 

morality? Where do those collective 
standards come from? 
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role of class status and, 
ultimately, prejudice in human 
interaction. 
 
 
Mini Lesson: Internal vs. 
External Conflict- Point out to 
students that the plot of a 
narrative is driven by conflict. 
Explain that a conflict is a 
struggle between two forces. 
Conflicts can arise between 
characters, or between a 
character and a larger social 
group. These are known as 
external conflicts. 
Conflict can also occur within a 
particular character, such as 
when a person struggles with a 
difficult decision: such conflicts 
are internal conflicts. 
Provide examples of persons 
facing external and internal 
conflicts, such as a person 
challenging an unfair law, or 
someone struggling with a moral 
problem. Help students 
differentiate between the two. 
Add definitions of each type of 
conflict to the word wall. 
 
Set a Purpose for Reading [CC: 
RL.9.1 – 9.4, RL.9.10] 
Assign students to read “Justice” 
with this purpose in mind: 
Read to discover how an African 
American feels about having to 
wait for the promise of 
democracy to be fulfilled. 
 
Students will connect themes 
from poetry to the novel by 
reading and discussing the poem 
“Justice” by Langston Hughes. 
 
Continue reading and 
annotating the Scottsboro Case. 
Update classroom chart with all 
new details discovered. 

 
 
 
 
 
The major conflict explored in the 
section dealing with Tom 
Robinson’s trial occurs between 
African-American and white 
inhabitants of Maycomb. But the 
section also indicates other 
significant divisions in the town: in 
particular, between men and 
women and between richer and 
poorer citizens. How do these 
differences affect the course of the 
story? 
 
Highlight examples of internal and 

external conflicts in characters. 
Man vs. Man 
Man vs. Self 

Man vs. Nature 
Man vs. Society 

 
How does Harper Lee use conflict in 

this section to comment on the 
society of Alabama in the 1930s? Do 

you find her critique convincing? 
Explain your answer 

 
What details show the developing 
conflict between Atticus and other 

members of Maycomb’s society over 
the Robinson trial? 

 
What is the central idea/theme in 

“Justice”? 
 

Contrast Finch’s beliefs of our 
courts in Chapter 20 to that 
expressed by the speaker in 
Langston Hughes’s “Justice.” 

Defend the point of view in which 
you most agree. 

 
 

What is the overall purpose of the 
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Grammar Focus:  
Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement 
Inappropriate shifts in pronoun 

number and person 
(Give students rules governing 
each. Chart definitions, rules,  

and examples.) 
*Create mini-lessons at the 
beginning of class- 10-15 
minutes.-to introduce and later 
to practice skills. 

Scottsboro report? 

What does Ransdell mean when she 
calls the Scottsboro trials a “legal 

lynching”? 

Based on details in Ransdell’s 
report, describe the personalities of 
the two accusers in the Scottsboro 
case. How do their personalities 

differ?  

Distribute handouts (Quiz Builder) 
for students to practice individually 
as homework. Also present in the 

form of bellringers and exit tickets 
during the week. 

21-27 Chapters 22-31-TKAM 
Reading done whole group, 

small group, and individually. 
For small group reading, assign 

reading roles. 
Chart events from each chapter 

after reading. Post in the 
classroom to help students 

track the plot. 
 

Set a Purpose for Reading [CC: 
RL.9.1 – 9.3, RL.9.10] Assign 

students to read Section 3 with 
this purpose in mind: Read to 

discover how Atticus’s defense 
of Tom Robinson affects Jem 

and Scout. 
 

Skill Objective: Analyze how 
complex characters developed 
over the course of the text and 
how they interacted with other 

characters. 
 

Focus on: 
ü Identify and analyze 

symbols from in the 
story. 

ü Look at the term 
Hypocracy 

Students will take notes in their 
reading journals or using Post-its 
during reading to aid in 
comprehension. 
 

As the narrator, Scout begins the 
novel by explaining that she and 

Jem disagree about the exact 
meaning of the events of their 

childhood. How do you think Jem 
would describe their encounters 
with Bob Ewell and Boo Radley? 

Write a letter from Jem to Scout in 
which Jem gives his perspective. 

 
How does To Kill A Mockingbird 

demonstrate the process of 
learning to stand up for one’s 

beliefs? Explain how Atticus Finch 
teaches his children to withstand 
social pressure to make difficult 

moral choices. 
 

>Is Boo a prisoner or a refugee? 
Discuss. 
>What is the significance of Jem 
and Scout sitting in the “Gallery”? 
>How is Scout developing and 
becoming more mature? 
(Questions can be assigned to 
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ü What is irony? 
(Discuss the irony in the 

Missionary Circle.) 
ü Look at contrast between 

fictitious dangers of the 
Haunts and the real 
danger of Bob Ewell. 

 
Symbols in the novel: 
Mockingbirds  
The title of To Kill a Mockingbird 
has very little literal connection 
to the plot, but it carries a great 
deal of symbolic weight in the 
book. In this story of innocents 
destroyed by evil, the 
“mockingbird” comes to 
represent the idea of innocence. 
Thus, to kill a mockingbird is to 
destroy innocence. Boo, an 
intelligent child ruined by a cruel 
father, is one of the book’s most 
important mockingbirds; he is 
also an important symbol of the 

good that exists within people.	  
The mockingbird therefore links 
with the themes of Prejudice, 
Childhood, Imprisonment and 
Justice.  
 
Boo Radley 
As the novel progresses, the 
children’s changing attitude 
toward Boo Radley is an 
important measurement of their 
development from innocence 
toward a grown-up moral 
perspective. At the beginning of 
the book, Boo is merely a source 
of childhood superstition. At the 
end of the novel, he becomes 
fully human to Scout, illustrating 
that she has developed into a 
sympathetic and understanding 
individual. Boo Radley 
symbolizes the unknown.  The 
children’s concern with seeing 
Boo at the beginning of the novel 
to his appearance at the end, 

students after group reading, as 
class discussion, or as an 
individual writing assignment.) 

 
Think-Pair-Share on the issues of 
prejudice in society? In school? In 
TKAM. From the novel, find 5 
examples of characters whom were 
victims of prejudice. 

 
How do the events of the last 

section support the theme that 
sympathy towards others is an 

important lesson to learn? What 
symbols in this section support the 

theme? 
 

Whole Group Activity: 
As a class, make a timeline of the 
events of the trial. 

 
What does the last section of the 

book demonstrate about the 
dangers and importance of 

standing up for your beliefs? 
How does Jem respond to Scout’s 
question about Hitler and Miss 

Gates? What does Jem’s reaction 
show about his own feelings after 

the trial? 
 

What circumstance leads Sheriff 
Tate to announce that Bob Ewell fell 
on his own knife? Do you think that 
his decision is a good one? Explain 

your answer. 
 

According to the novel, is it ever 
justified to act outside the law in 

order to ensure justice? If so, when 
is it justified? If not, what do you 
do when the law allows injustice? 

 
How has Scout’s attitude toward Boo 

Radley changed at the end of the 
novel from her attitude at the 

beginning? Cite examples to support 
your answer. 
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demonstrates Boo’s role as the 
symbolic movement from 
innocence to experience seen in 
Scout and Jem.  He is also an 
important symbol of the good 
that exists within people. 
 
The Mad Dog (Tim Johnson) 
The rabid dog symbolizes 
racism, very toxic and 
unreasonable. The mad dog is 
also a symbol of the way in 
which something friendly and 
known can become dangerous 
and alien to those around it.  
The community of Maycomb is 
portrayed as a friendly place, but 
the “rape” of Mayella Ewell by a 
black man turns many of the 
townspeople into unreasonable, 
dangerous, mad people. It also 
represents the racialism which is 
rampant in the South, and 
spreads like a contagion. Atticus, 
by shooting Tim Johnson, sets 
himself up as the "hero" who will 
attempt to bring down racism.	   
 
Camellias 
Mrs. Dubois camellias represent 
the prejudice which cannot be 
brushed off easily. They have to 
be tugged by their roots. Jem’s 
actions in cutting off their heads 
symbolizes his youthful 
rashness in thinking that 
prejudice can be dealt with so 
simply.  
 
Pose the following questions to 
students as a bellringer to get 
their thoughts: 
Is justice different from the law? 
Is being right the same as being 

correct? 
 
Write the word “prejudice” on 
the board. Ask students to 
brainstorm the definition of the 

Small Group Activity: 
Divide class into 6 groups. Each 
group will be evaluating the trial 
and its result from the perspective 
of a different character: Scout, Dill, 
Jem, Atticus, Mayella Ewell, and 
Tom Robinson. 
Each group will “step inside their 
character’s skin” and decide how 
he/she feels about the trial and 
whether or not justice has been 
served. 
 

Journal Prompt: 
At the end of chapter 23, Jem has a 

revelation about Boo Radley. He 
says “’I think I’m beginning to 

understand why Boo Radley stayed 
shut up in the house all this time… 

it’s because he wants to say inside.’” 
Connect this revelation to the 

verdict of the trial and explain why 
you think Jem decides Boo Radley 

doesn’t want to come out. 
(Students will discuss journal 

answers with their partner, and 
then with the class as a whole.) 

 
Students will be able to sequence 
events that took place during the 

Tom Robinson trial. 
Students will be able to explain how 
different characters understand the 

verdict of the trial. 
Students will explain how these 
individual characters’ POV differ 
from the Maycomb society’s POV 

about trial. 
Students will be able to understand 
the sequence of events in chapters 

27-29. 
Students will be able to understand 

how these chapters relate to Jem 
and Scout’s coming of age. 

 
Consider this statistic: 62% of all 
inmates in federal prisons are 
either black or Hispanic 
(American Corrections 
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word. Chart all responses. Give 
the dictionary definition and 
start a discussion: Why does 
prejudice occur? 
 
Finish reading and annotating 

the Scottsboro Case 
 

Media Connection [CC: RL.9.1 – 
9.3, RL.9.7, W.9.2, W.9.4, W.9.9, 
W.9.10, L.9.1 – 9.3, L.9.6] 

Have students watch the 1962 
film version of To Kill a 

Mockingbird, directed by Robert 
Mulligan and starring Gregory 

Peck and Mary Badham. (Preview 
the film first to determine its 
appropriateness for use with 
students.) Have students take 
notes while watching the film. 

 
Grammar Focus: 
Functions of phrases and clauses 

in sentences. (Chart rules and 
examples) 

Standard English-Refer to TLI 
Quiz Builder to see how it will be 

tested. 
Frequently confused words 

(there/their/they’re) 
*Create mini-lessons at the 
beginning of class-10-15 mins.-to 
introduce and later to practice 
skills. 

Association). What does this say 
about our courtrooms? Police? 
Witnesses? Society as a whole? 

 
What evidence does the author of 
the Scottsboro report present to 
support the claim that the trials 

were a miscarriage of justice? Is the 
evidence convincing? Evaluate the 

effectiveness of the claim. 
 

Compare the motives of the 
accusers in the Scottsboro case to 

those of the accuser in TKAM? 
What might have led them to bring 

false charges in each case? 
  
Media Connection Reflection 
Questions 

Instruct students to answer the 
questions below: 

1. Consider how the novel portrays 
Scout, Jem, and Atticus Finch, and 

how the film does. In what ways are 
the portrayals similar? In what 

ways are they different? 
2. Scout is the narrator of the 

novel. What techniques does the 
film use to represent 

Scout’s point of view? Give 
examples. 

3. Which do you think presents a 
more effective examination of the 
racial prejudice in Maycomb, the 

novel or the movie? Explain. 
 

Distribute handouts (Quiz Builder) 
for students to practice individually 
as homework. Also present in the 
form of bellringers and exit tickets. 

 
28-30 Research Project/SLO 

Students who do and do not 
meet learning target will be 
calculated as well as skill 

deficits identified. 
 

Skill Objective: Cite strong and 
thorough textual evidence to 

 
 

After reading and analyzing To 
Kill a Mockingbird, the poem 

“Justice,” and several nonfiction 
articles, students will construct a 
multi-paragraph argumentative 
essay with 70% accuracy which 
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support analysis using valid 
reasoning and relevant and 

sufficient evidence.  
 

Grammar Focus: 
Differences between quoting, 

paraphrasing, and summarizing. 
 

evaluates the effectiveness of the 
justice system in our society and 

answers the question: Is there 
justice in America? 

 

31-32 Revising/Editing 
Teacher providing feedback by 

working one-on-one and/or 
small groups with students 

during this process. 

Peer Editing/Feedback  
Students will complete a self-

editing sheet to assess their work. 
Students will also pair and share 

to get feedback from a peer. 
33-34 Final draft  

 

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  


